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What could be better than softened butter blended with lip-smacking ingredients? Not much!
Beautiful flavor combinations come together in the seventy creative, lip-smacking, and easy-to-
make recipes included in this book. Foodie Grace Légere shares her unique, classic, exotic, and
brunchy flavor combinations. Make her luscious Raspberry Cheesecake Butter, or spicy Bloody
Mary Butter and take your entertaining to a new level. Family and loved ones will rave over a
simple chicken breast when a Cashew, Honey, & Lime Butter is melting over it.Use these
flavored butters as a spread on freshly baked bread, or as an enhancement to melt over
vegetables or meats. With some simple ingredient preparation and a softened stick of butter,
these compound butters go together in a flash! All can be enjoyed right away, or conveniently
refrigerated to slice and use later. Many can become a topping or spread. Give them a try; your
taste buds will thank you!Here are just a few of the included recipes:French ButtersMorel, Garlic,
& Tarragon ButterDark Cherry & Port Wine ButterSage & Apple Calvados ButterItalian
ButtersOrange, Raisin & Roasted Red Peppers ButterPine nut, Parmesan, Garlic & Basil
ButterAsian Inspired ButtersSesame, Ginger & Garlic ButterMango, Cilantro & Hot Pepper
Flakes ButterBrunch ButtersClassic Strawberry ButterPecan, Brown Sugar & Cinnamon
ButterSpecialty ButtersHoney, Mustard, Scallion & Parsley ButterPeppadew Peppers & Parsley
ButterSmoky Almonds, Blue Cheese & Chive ButterClassic Compound ButtersLemon & Chive
ButterRosemary & Mint ButterEasy "1 ingredient" ButtersPumpkin Spice ButterBoysenberry
ButterGrapefruit ButterAll the recipes are naturally Gluten FreeFor seamless purchasing of the
ebook version, go to Ebook Tops's website through a regular browser window like Safari, or on a
pc or laptop. Some Apple mobile devices do not allow the purchase of Ebook Tops-offered
ebooks and offer you only a SAMPLE.Cookbooks by Grace Légere:Life-Changing Salad
Dressings In 3 Minutes FlatLife-Changing Compound Butters In 3 Minutes FlatLife-Changing
Potato Salads In 30 Minutes FlatLife-Changing Salsa Fresca In 30 Minutes Or LessLife-
Changing Avocado Toast in No Time Flat

From the AuthorNote: This is not a coffee table book - this is a slim paperback concisely written
for optimal use in the kitchen. Price is set by required guidelines. For an incredible bargain,
consider the ebook version. Happy cooking! --This text refers to the
paperback edition.Review"I can't wait to start using these recipes. My mouth is watering just
turning the pages. I have tried the salad dressings from he companion book and if the butters
are as good my taste buds will be smiling." Verified customer review "Just what I needed to
complete an entree." Verified customer review "What an excellent guide to have. These are
delicious fix-ahead butters to have on hand that can make even simple foods rather out of the
ordinary.......just that unexpected yumminess! Verified customer review



"Quick perk-ups for any food type.
Suggestions for use are there for each combination of flavors." Verified customer review "I love
this book-- it's filled with creative ideas on how to take butter from yum to YUM! I never realized
how a few carefully chosen ingredients added to butter can lift a dish to a whole new level. I
mean butter is good as is, but throw in some wine or cheese or even fruit (who knew??!) and it
becomes heavenly." Verified customer review "If you cook a lot, and want to take it to a higher
level, this is a great cookbook." Verified customer review "These really
are life changing!!! Great recipes!!" Verified customer review --This text refers to the paperback
edition.From the Inside FlapCookbooks by Grace Légere:Life-Changing Salad Dressings In 3
Minutes FlatLife-Changing Compound Butters In 3 Minutes FlatLife-Changing Potato Salads In
30 Minutes FlatLife-Changing Salsa Fresca In 30 Minutes Or LessLife-Changing Avocado Toast
in No Time Flat --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverLET IT MELT
OVER SOMETHING YOU LOVEFresh herbs, aromatics, spices, citrus, and fruit blend together
with butter in creative, lip-smacking combinations that will take your meals to a new level. Meats,
poultry, vegetables, and brunch items will all benefit from a silky compound butter. With your raw
ingredients prepped and ready, these go together in a flash! --This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorGrace Légere is a foodie that lives for great flavor. Her easy to make
dishes feature both classic and creative combinations of beautiful flavor combinations. Herbs,
aromatics, and citrus play a large role and are her signature trademark.She's the author of five
specialty cookbooks:Life-Changing Salad Dressings In 3 Minutes FlatLife-Changing Compound
Butters In 3 Minutes FlatLife-Changing Potato Salads In 30 Minutes FlatLife-Changing Salsa
Fresca In 30 Minutes Or LessLife-Changing Avocado Toast in No Time FlatShe resides on
Manhattan's Upper West Side with her two mini-Dachshunds, Emma and Sophia, and never
turns down a chance to visit Venice or Rome- two of her favorite places in the world. Grace is
proud to be a direct descendant of no less than five of the original pilgrims who arrived on The
Mayflower: John Howland, Elizabeth Tilley-Howland, John Tilley, Joan Tilley, and Edward Tilley.
--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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LIFE-CHANGINGCOMPOUND BUTTERSIN 3 MINUTES FLATBy Grace LégereWhat in the
World is Compound Butter?I thought you'd never ask! It's merely plain butter mixed with other
ingredients, often in some very interesting combinations, for use as a topping, spread, or just to
let melt over a protein or vegetable. That's it, but oh what melting mounds of deliciousness they
are. What could be better than butter, rich and silky, packed with the flavors of spices, aromatics,
cheeses, nuts, fruits, sugars, and specialty condiments? They're simply irresistible, and once
made can yield up to eight portions.Compound butters can enhance meats, poultry, fish, and
even brunch items in the same way that sauces, spreads, or toppings would. In this book,
recipes for all three of these ideas will be implemented. From classic to exotic, you can make
absolutely all of your meals more interesting. Even home-delivery meal programs will benefit
from a mound of this lip-smacking goodness. The main thing to remember is that the quality of
your finished product will depend completely upon the quality of your ingredients. Don't skimp on
quality.Enhance many plates at once, or use your compound butter over many meals. Even the
most fragile ones will keep for a week in the fridge, and much longer in the freezer. So what have
you got to lose? Dig in and find a flavor combination that makes your mouth water, then let it
bring your dishes to life.~Grace LégereTable of ContentsAn Organized Pantry Means Fast
ButtersKnow my Cooking AbbreviationsHow to Make Homemade ButterFrench ButtersItalian
ButtersAsian Inspired ButtersBrunch ButtersSpecialty ButtersClassic Compound ButtersEasy
One-Ingredient ButtersCalling all CooksAn Organized Pantry Means Fast ButtersItems to have
on handA small glass or metal bowl approximately 6" to 8" in diameter, a fork, a spoon, a rubber
spatula, a set of measuring spoons, a measuring cup, a cutting board, a cook's rasp for proper
zesting of fresh citrus skin, and some plastic wrap. (Prior ingredient preparation may require a
chef's knife, a zester, cheese grater, measuring cup, colander, and paper towels depending on
the fresh ingredients used.)The standard measurementThese recipes call for one stick of butter
[½ c. or ¼ lb.] to make one roll of compound butter yielding eight portions. If you want less simply
half it, for more simply double it.Salted or unsalted butter?Each recipe will specify which to use
so be sure to look for it. Compound butters with salty ingredients going in will not need any help
in the way of butter that is already salted. Unsalted "sweet" butter will be specified when
required. Prepare all ingredients before you beginFirst, make sure your butter is softened, not
melted.Dried herbs (generally not recommended unless noted) can be used "as is" of course,
but fresh herbs must be de-stemmed and chopped. (Thyme, oregano, and rosemary will release
their leaves from the stem more readily if you pull them backwards with two fingers.)Fresh fruits
are called for in several of my recipes. They must be finely chopped and separated from their
watery juice by draining in a colander and then squeezing in a strong paper towel. Not only will
this prevent a compound butter that won't hold together, it will also concentrate the flavor of the
fruit in your finished product. Whenever jam or preserves can be used instead, do it. Your
finished product will be better blended because of it. When ground nuts are called for, a food
processor will make quick work of it. Stop pulsing when the nuts are mealy or you can end up
with a gooey "nut butter" instead.Ingredients that are already washed, chopped, and drained,



means your preparation time of the actual compound butter will be super fast.Wrapping &
ShapingThe best technique for shaping your compound butter into a log shape (for slicing later)
is to place the entire blended bowlful onto a 12" sheet of plastic wrap. Then, as you roll, cover it
completely with the wrap while using pressure with your hands in order to urge the butter into a
longer log. Twisting the wrap at both ends will insure it is sealed and ready for chilling.For chilled
storageAll of these compound butters can be kept chilled in a refrigerator for a week or so. When
ready to eat, bring to room temperature for five minutes and then slice into round discs by cutting
with a sharp knife run under hot water. Then simply place the discs onto the proteins or
vegetables that you wish to enhance.Note: Chilled, log-shaped compounds serve two purposes:
for the convenience of making it ahead and storing it, or to slow the "melt time" thereby
improving the presentation of a plated dish. If you are pressed for time, skip the plastic wrap and
rolling technique altogether and simply place your bowl of blended compound butter into the
refrigerator to set up for a five to ten minutes. Just before serving, scoop by spoonfuls right onto
the waiting food.Freeze for prolonged storageCompound Butters keep well in the freezer up to
two months...simply cover the plastic-wrapped logs in foil before freezing.To use, thaw in the
refrigerator overnight and then let it come slightly to room temperature for five minutes before
slicing or scooping into individual ramekins. (See chapter on Brunch Butters for butter
spreads.)Special decorative moldsTo elevate the look of your finished compound butter,
decorative molds are available for purchase online. They assure a very professional look but
aren't necessary for a successful compound butter.Know my Cooking Abbreviationst.  means
teaspoonT.  means tablespoonc.  means cupoz. means fluid ounceslbs.  means poundsHow
to Make Homemade ButterPour chilled, heavy cream into a clean mixing bowl and beat past the
point of whipping cream...the next stage will be silky, rich, unsalted butter. Simply drain the
excess water that has accumulated and enjoy. Many a chef has made butter by accident when
whipping heavy cream.French ButtersThe French have always appreciated fine food, especially
when it's highlighted with authentic European ingredients. Here are several compound butters
that will bring France to your table.Morel, Garlic, & Tarragon ButterRe-hydrated Morel
mushrooms pack a punch of earthy flavor1 stick salted butter, slightly softened1 t. chopped fresh
tarragon1 to 2 cloves of fresh garlic, finely minced, to taste2 T. finely chopped, re-hydrated dried
mushrooms (Morel preferred)Dried mushrooms are more intense in flavor and can be easily re-
hydrated in a bowl of warm water for ten minutes, then drained, patted dry and choppedIn a
small bowl, blend all ingredients together with a fork. Once well combined, allow to set up in the
refrigerator for a few minutes until ready to plate. Eight servings.For future use, place the entire
bowl of compound butter onto a sheet of plastic wrap for forming. Once it's completely covered
in the wrap, roll the mound of compound butter into a log shape for chilling and slicing later with
a hot knife.Port Wine & Chèvre ButterHeady with the strong flavor of wine and goat cheese, pair
this one with red meat1 stick salted butter, slightly softened3 T. softened goat cheese, with or
without an herb coating2 T. port winePinch of freshly ground pepper, to tasteIn a small bowl,
blend all ingredients together with a fork. Once well combined, allow to set up in the refrigerator



for a few minutes until ready to plate. Eight servings.For future use, place the entire bowl of
compound butter onto a sheet of plastic wrap for forming. Once it's completely covered in the
wrap, roll the mound of compound butter into a log shape for chilling and slicing later with a hot
knife.Sage & Kumquat ButterPork tenderloin medallions yearn for this earthy and citrusy
combination1 stick salted butter, slightly softened1 T. finely chopped fresh sage leaves3 fresh
kumquats with skin, finely chopped and drained of excess moisture on a paper towelIn a small
bowl, blend all ingredients together with a fork. Once well combined, allow to set up in the
refrigerator for a few minutes until ready to plate. Eight servings.For future use, place the entire
bowl of compound butter onto a sheet of plastic wrap for forming. Once it's completely covered
in the wrap, roll the mound of compound butter into a log shape for chilling and slicing later with
a hot knife.Honey & Dijon Mustard ButterThis one provides lip-smacking goodness on chicken1
stick salted butter, slightly softened1½ T. honey1 T. Dijon mustardIn a small bowl, blend all
ingredients together with a fork. Once well combined, allow to set up in the refrigerator for a few
minutes until ready to plate. Eight servings.For future use, place the entire bowl of compound
butter onto a sheet of plastic wrap for forming. Once it's completely covered in the wrap, roll the
mound of compound butter into a log shape for chilling and slicing later with a hot knife.
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OdetteSK, “Deeeeeelish!. I love this book--- it's filled with creative ideas on how to take butter
from yum to YUM! I never realized how a few carefully chosen ingredients added to butter can
lift a dish to a whole new level. I mean butter is good as is, but throw in some wine or cheese or
even fruit (who knew??!) and it becomes heavenly.”

Moira, “Foody and people who love to Eat must have!. Delicious innovative inspiration to add
another layer of flavor and texture to any food you enjoy. I am excited to try all the recipes!”

James R. Nielsen, “Great Recipes. This book contains great recipes for gourmet cooking either
at home or at a restaurant.I would advise home cooks to buy the Kindle Version as it's only 54
pages.I would think this book would be a welcome addition to any high quality restaurants
reference books.”

TerriGal, “Make The Ordinary Really Pop. What an excellent guide to have.These are delicious
fix-ahead butters to have on hand that can make even simple foods rather out of the
ordinary.......just that unexpected yumminess! Quick perk-ups for any food type. Suggestions for
use are there for each combination of flavors.”

Carol A, “The Grill Is Lit!. I can't wait to start using these recipes. My mouth is watering just
turning the pages. I have tried the salad dressings from the companion book and if the butters
are as good my taste buds will be smiling.”

Clay Pifer, “Unique food. Interesting book and great tastes”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Yummy. These look excellent. Just what I needed to complete an entree.”

The book by Grace Légere has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 33 people have provided feedback.
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